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Setting: The location and time period in 

which the action of the story takes place  

Theme: The general idea that the author is 

trying to get across to the reader 

Foreshadowing: Key phrases that predict in 

advance what will happen later in the story  

Figures of Speech 

Metaphor: A type of figurative language 

that compares a quality or trait to a person or 

idea.  Usually, the  

comparison is not literally 

possible . 

Ex: She had soft puppy hair. 

Simile: A type of figurative 

language using the words 

“like” or “as”  

Ex: Her hair was as soft as puppy hair. 

      Her hair was like soft puppy hair. 

Symbolism:  Images that represent ideas, 

themes, or emotions.  

Ex. Rivers can symbolize the passage of time. 

      Winter can symbolize death. 

Imagery: Certain words that create pictures 

in the mind, using the five senses.   

Ex: The brown and white puppies were so 

cute with their newly opened eyes. They 

would fall over each other, whining,  

pawing, and nipping each other’s ears.  

Mood and Tone: This is an emotional effect 

created by the author’s careful word choice.  

The mood and tone can create humor,      

suspense, or sadness. 

 
 

Character Development: It is important to understand 

the roles of the characters and follow their                

development (how the characters change) throughout 

the story.  Some characters change, and some do not. 

At the end of the book or story, pause to consider who 

has changed in order to help you unlock the theme of 

the story. 
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Characters:  These are people, animals, or  

creatures that take part in the action of a story. 

Main characters  are those we learn the most about; 

they are the most important. Minor characters are 

those who may interact with the main characters; 

we probably don’t learn much about them. 

Types of Characters:                                                                                                   
Narrator—the person telling the story                                                                                     

Protagonist—the character who leads the action; 

central in the conflict; often evolves by the end of 

the story; usually the “good guy”                                                                        

Antagonist—the character working against the  

protagonist; usually the “bad guy”  

Characterization: the ways that we learn about 

the characters                                                         

Description— author describes physical appearance; 

how characters look and dress      

Dialogue—conversations between characters                                                                   

Actions—what the characters do                                                                                 

Thoughts—author includes characters’ thoughts and 

feelings     

Observations—what other characters in the story 

say or think about this character         

Direct Narration—the author tells us directly what 

the character is like 

 

Point of View: Who is telling the story?  Point of 

view is important because the story 

and its content will be different 

depending on who is telling it. 

Point of view also affects the    

credibility of a text, or how         

believable the story is for the    

reader. 

First person: Narrator uses 

words like “I,” “my,” and “me.” The 

writer is the main character.  

Second person: Narrator uses the pronoun “you.” 

This point of view is not very common, and is usually 

used for giving instructions. 

Third Person: Narrator describes characters as “he,” 

“she,” or “they.” The story is about someone else; it’s 

not about the narrator. 

Third Person Omniscient—”All-knowing;” narrator is 

capable of knowing, seeing, and telling everything that 

happens to all the main characters 

Third Person Limited—-Writer tells the story from a 

narrow perspective; we only know what is seen, heard, 

and thought from the eyes, ears, and mind of one of the 

characters.  

**In the picture above, the characters are handing off speaking roles, In 

some books, the narrator of the story can change from character to 

character to give different points of view.  

Parts of the Story 

Plot:  The plot is the sequence of events that make up 

the story through cause and effect and through how the 

reader is viewing the story.  It is the main idea of what is 

happening in the story. What is the conflict that needs to 

be resolved? Who or what is involved in the conflict?  

Rising Action: The rising action includes events 

leading up to the climax. The rising action builds the   

story, unrolls the plot, and leads to the turning point. 

Climax:  The climax is the main event of a story, the 

event that everything, so far, has been leading up to. 

Falling Action: The falling action includes events 

following the climax of the story and leading to the     

conclusion. This portion of the story helps tie up any 

loose ends and initiates the ending of the story right  

before the conclusion. 

**In the image below, the different parts of the story are being 

shown. 1 and 8 represent the introduction and the conclusion, while 4 

represents the climax. 2-3 and 5-7 represent the rising and falling 

action respectively. While reading literature, try to fill in the main 

events in order as you read, using a diagram like this. Keep track so 

you can reflect and remember more of what you are reading.  

When reading literature, there are 

several things we must look at in 

order to better understand and 

analyze what we are reading: 


